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WHY QUALIFIED?
+ No longer worry about the legal certainty of electronically signed documents 

+ Qualified signatures are legally equivalent to handwritten signatures throughout the EU 

DO I NEED A NATIONAL TSP FOR EACH COUNTRY? 
+  No need to search for a local TSP in every target market

+  eIDAS guarantees mutual recognition of qualified signatures and seals within EU/EEA countries

+  Keep complexity low by using primesign as an eIDAS TSP with international focus and     
 worldwide availability

WHY QUALIFIED SIGNING WITH PRIMESIGN?
+  „Partners first“ approach - we help our partners to integrate qualified signing in their products

+  Customer and service oriented (SLA, support etc.)

+  Integrated in various partner applications throughout the European Union and beyond

QUALIFIED TRUST 
with primesign

PUBLIC

PrimeSign GmbH 
Wielandgasse 2, 8010 Graz, Austria
T: +43 (316) 25 830 

primesign / www.prime-sign.com is an Austrian TSP for qualified signatures and 
seals under eIDAS.

One-time signing for eIDAS Identity Providers – 
we upgrade your transactions.
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PUBLIC

FOR IDENTITY PROVIDERS
primesign one-time signing can be integrated by 
eIDAS conformant Identity Providers that provide 
identification with eIDAS level Substantial or High.

EASY TO USE
Signing certificate is issued immediately during a 
signature transaction and is valid only for this 
specific transaction. No additional user interaction 
(no setting passwords, no revocation).

QUALIFIED TRUST
primesign TRUST CENTER is compliant to eIDAS and 
listed on the EU Trusted List. Automatically trusted by 
Adobe Acrobat Reader and other applications.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
UI-less integration supported. IdP displays documents 
to be signed and handles signing transaction. Easy 
to integrate in applications. No further user 
authorization required. 
Alternatively, IdP displays primesign UI to show 
documents to be signed and verify authorization.

MULTIPLE SIGNING APIS
IdP submits identity data via API and starts the 
signing transaction with primesign.

Document signing: API to sign PDF documents. 
Including visual representation of signature. 
Hash signing: Use CSC-API to integrate primesign 
one-time signing. 

SLA, SUPPORT & AVAILABILITY
99.8% guaranteed availability. Different support plans. 
Premium support option available (24/7).

100% GDPR COMPLIANT
With Hash Signing, documents are never transmitted 
to primesign. Identity data is always stored securely 
in our infrastructure operated within certified data 
processing centers located in Austria. Data storage 
for 30 years+ for long time verification.

LONG TERM VALIDATION SUPPORTED
Long-term verification information is embedded in 
the signed PDF document. Guaranteed long-term 
verifiability (PAdES and LTV-compliant). 
Timestamping and ETSI TS 103 172 V2.2.2.2 level "LT" 
supported.

MORE FEATURES
+  Supports batch signing
+  Cloud Signature Consortium (CSC) API compliant
+  Built-in support for existing eIDAS eIDs
+  Accepts AML/KYC compliant user identification
+  Supports qualified timestamping
+  Easy to integrate / resell 

USE CASES
+  Online boarding for bank accounts
+  Legally close leasing and insurance 
 contracts online
+  Online registration for mobile phone contracts

SCALE with primesign
+  Millions of transactions per year
+  Available globally – users from 165 countries
+  Available 24/7

ONE-TIME SIGNING 
with primesign

Upgrade your transactions now – 
integrate QUALIFIED TRUST with primesign: sales@prime-sign.com
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